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Curator’s Statement
The Crop Over Visual Arts exhibition has been in existence since
1988. The first monetary prize was donated by the Barbados Light
and Power Company. Since 1994 the Central Bank of Barbados
has sponsored the exhibition which was held in the Grande Salle
of the Tom Adams Financial Centre. In 2006, the National Cultural
Foundation added a solo exhibition at Queen’s Park Gallery as well as
a catalogue to the monetary prize of the Crop Over Purchase Award
Winner. Rosemary Pilgrim first won the Purchase Award in 2007 and
again in 2009. The winning piece becomes part of the Central Bank
Collection.
Rosemary Pilgrim is essentially a very fine draughtsman. Her entire
oeuvre draws on this gift as may be seen in her pencil drawings,
printmaking and mixed-media works. The prints represented in the
exhibition ‘Home and Heart’ are included in the international Triennial
of Small Prints in Chamalières, France, which takes place this year.
Barbados is the only Caribbean country to be invited to participate
in this prestigious triennial since 2000. One of the Triennial organizers
visited ‘Barbadiana 99’, an exhibition of Barbadian Art in Paris, which
was curated by Denyse Ménard-Greenidge and invited to present
Barbadian printmakers in future editions.
Some of Pilgrim’s prints and mixed-media works are connected by
the image of lace in the background. There is a delicacy bordering
on the precious about these works. As a woman artist, she links
herself with the strong creative women in her family. Her maternal
Grandmother Irene, who was a talented craftsperson, raised both her
own daughters as well as her sister’s children on her own. The Artist
owes to her Grandmother and Mother a love of needlecrafts, such
as sewing, knitting, crochet and embroidery. All of these activities,
as well as her love of gardening, may be seen as a metaphor for
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mastering one’s environment. The encircled image recalls
Victorian art and an image of embroidery hoops..
Through ‘Home and Heart’, I have presented a safe, gentle,
woman’s world with a steel underpinning. The images speak
of “states of being”(Rosemary Pilgrim) and the strong link is the family,
particularly the strength of the Sisterhood. Rosemary Pilgrim
is part of a tradition among some Women Artists where thematically
and in the technical approach to their work, stitching, delicate
materials and fine objects play a significant role, suggesting that
the importance of Gender in the approach to their craft. This tradition
would include local Artists Denyse Menard-Greenidge
and Natalie Atkins-Hinds.
JANICE WHITTLE
Curator, Queen’s Park Gallery
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Artist’s Statement
I am always stimulated and energized by the process of creating images.
For some time now drawing, painting and printmaking have been my
gateways into an estate of joyful expansion.
In my current work, concepts of the Divine Feminine and Hestia’s legacy
intermingle with personal experiences, thoughts and feelings to
become the foundation for my images. I have always felt myself to be
part of a vast undefined ‘sisterhood’; and I am inspired to create art
in celebration of any facet, pattern or event in our ordinary ‘everyday’
that nudges my awareness.
These works all begin with drawing, which is perhaps the simplest
and most direct technique for expressing form and space. At
times actual materials from the domestic sphere (e.g. paper from
tea bags or stitched threads) become part of the surface of the
artwork, performing simultaneously symbolic and aesthetic
functions.
I tend to work in series. This allows me to explore and uncover
different layers of that experience, thought or feeling which
was the inspirational spark.
Rosemary Pilgrim
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Rosemary Pilgrim, renowned printmaker and painter, offers
up her heart in the powerful blend of sweeping gestures and
delicate marks which define her recent work.
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Printmaking and painting and are both demanding
disciplines with their own sets of rules and skills, but Pilgrim
allows them to inform each other: the craftsmanship and
organization of the printmaker spills over into the creation
of her paintings as she experiments with colour and texture
, blending techniques and media and adding tactile and
textile comments, in the form of embroidered references, to
‘those who went before’.

“At the center of my work is Home and Heart”
Rosemary Pilgrim

Her topics and techniques could, in the hands of a lesser artist,
become purely decorative, but Pilgrim steers a steady course,
as she investigates the complexities of womanhood with an,
ever deepening, sense of mystery.
As a Caribbean woman, in the strictest and yet most extensive
sense, ‘tracing’ Heritage and Lineage is a priority, as the roots
of her family tree run deep and wide and its branches spread
across the Caribbean into the world beyond.
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Lyn-This was a woman.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 20” x16”

In this body of work, “ centered in home and heart” she
investigates her most intimate surroundings, while crossing
the boundaries into the deeper realities of ancestral
knowledge.

The images are, themselves, not mere illustrations, but
carry the investigation of relationships beyond the limits
of language into the visual realms of the not quite known
and understood, yet deeply felt.

Rosemary Pilgrim brings us into her personal world with
faded sepia photographs, ancestral portraits of mother,
aunts and grandmother, which she employs as re-drawn
and transferred images merged with written records of
their lives and the evidence of their continued presence in
tradition and family traits, in habits and genetic memory.

In “Lyn-She was a Woman”, Pilgrim pays tender tribute
to her Grandmother, Lyn Olliviere, who meets our gaze
with the calm certainty of intellectual superiority and
emotional strength, yet, seems somewhat distracted as
she is surrounded by a number of girl-children, daughters
and grand-daughters, who gently play with her hands.
In true Caribbean tradition she ‘raised up’ many, both her
own and others, as need arose and life demanded.
Just Below the surface of the painting, only partially
legible, is Lyn Olliviere’s birth certificate and with that,
the recorded presence of yet another generation.

Family, memories, relationships are integral to very structure
of her oeuvre. The gold and sepia patchwork of used tea
bags, which she stitches together to create a ‘golden-earth’
foundations and topographic textures on her canvases,
hold memories of tea enjoyed in creative solitude or in the
company of family and friends.
She transfers and embeds letters from children, postcards
from friends as well as scribbled notes and official documents.
In her hands these become gentle reminders, rather than
definite statements- like dreamlike murmurs, or random
thoughts, rising to the surface during deep meditation.
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A drawn strand of barbed wire crosses the canvas behind
Lyn’s back and over the children’s heads only to evolve
into a spray of embroidered flowers, discreetly overpainted, yet plainly visible as texture and form.
The symbolism of this transformation is open to personal
interpretation by the viewer.

Our sisters-Ourselves.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 20” x 20”
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“We are Sisters” portrays Pilgrim’s mother and aunts as
three budding beauties in an era that not yet knew
of “teen-age” and “teen-agers” as a concepts, (this
categorization would come much later, brought into
being by commercial interests rather than natural
law).
Yet, pre-pubescent youth, all knees and elbows and
wayward feet, simultaneously gawky and confident,
though now dressed differently and equipped and
masked with the latest ‘devices’, remains essentially
universal and eternal. ‘We are sisters” is a statement of
love and loyalty, of blood bands and family ties that
defies age, aging and even death.
In “Quiet Moment’ and ‘Quietly” Pilgrim experiments
with using the same image transfer on two
separate canvases, while allowing them to develop
independently in diverging directions. Their aesthetic
content differs, but the emotional content, the
tenderness, and tiredness, of motherhood is evident
in both.
There is a tug of war between duty and pleasure
in most of our lives; the life of the artist is further
complicated, or perhaps simplified, by the fact, that
the duty to the work is combined with the pleasure
of its execution. The truth is, that many, if not most
of the great artists of the world could concentrate
on their work because they were blessed with two
essentials: an independent fortune and a patient wife.
And they were invariably male.
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I Am Going.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 10” x 8”

Quiet Moment.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 10” x 8”

Quietly.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 10” x 8”
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Blessed only with talent, determination, (and being a
woman) a career in the arts becomes a balancing act
and a struggle to make the time-space ends meet.
Rosemary Pilgrim has had to balance her duties as
a mother, grandmother and art teacher with her
responsibility to her goddess-given talent.
In practical terms this means finding time and making
space to work, and defending those against all
onslaughts, whether these come in the form of urgent
demands or meek supplications; the ‘Trojan Horse’ of a
loving family can be a menace to creative discipline.
Pilgrim deals with these challenges by rising at four in
the morning, long before daybreak, and work in the
stillness of her foreday-morning garden until sunrise,
when the palaver of household and workday demands
take over.
Her discipline as a print-maker and sheer craftsmanship
as a painter makes it possible for her to maintain this
rigorous schedule.
In the “Coffee and Birdsong” series she portrays the
shimmering dawn, that moment before ‘sun up’ when
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We are Sisters.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 10” x 8”

the sky lights up, but the sun and its warmth are just
a promise. She records the presence of twittering,
fluttering birds, with quick graphite strokes over
an ethereal blue wash, crowding the canvas with
images which dissolve and reform like mist over
meadow.

The “Bed of Roses Dream” is a powerful image, which combines
the formality of an Ankh with the warm swirl of a living rose.
Outside of this dominating presence in the dynamic structure
of the work, the ‘bed of roses’ is barely suggested, almost
invisible, but a closer look will reveal in stead soft graphite
drawings of beetles, dragonflies and the occasional spider.

“Note to a Friend” and “Par Avion” insert the fragmented
memories of yet another love: the stamp collection of
bygone youthful days, into the early morning scenes
of the midlife artist.

Because, this work was inspired by an actual dream, and
dreams will change roses into insects for no reason at all.

Pilgrim invites us to join her as she follows these predawn insights from “Coffee and Birdsong” through
“Daybreak’ ,‘Morning Whispers’ and ”Gathering the
Morning” into their logical consequence: ”Stepping
into New Mind”. And here, with a new mind, we also
step into a her new reality.
“Our Sisters-Ourselves”, become the eternal Triquettra
the ‘Three Graces’, the ‘Three Fates’ or the ‘Triple
Goddess’ personified.
“Breathing Out” is a mythical self-portrait, the vertical
image-transfer branch of “Stepping into new Mind’
laid down as a bedding for the nude figure with
its head raised towards the heavens in a most ‘unhumble’ supplication.

The colours of “Bed of Roses Dream”are deeper and more
saturated, than the subtle, understatements in most of
Pilgrim’s recent work, while the Ankh, as a symbol of ‘Life’
and the Rose, as a symbol of ‘Woman’ come together in the
outstretched arms, in the ecstatic embrace of the Mother, the
Mother Goddess, the Origin of the Universe.
Dance, one of the many loves of this multi-talented artist, finds
expression in “Trailing her thoughts’, in which Pilgrim returns
to a reduced palette, but indulges instead in the triumphant,
dynamic movements of a dancer in full stride.
She continues this dance-like movement in her two portraits
of playfully majestic Royal Palms, which preside, like sentinels,
over the entire collection. Letters from her children form a
lively and loving background to “Heart Palms”, while “Reaching
into a New Day”, marks, together with this exhibition, the
beginning of a new phase of Pilgrim’s creative journey.
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Morning Whisper.

Acrylic and graphite on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Coffee and Birdsong.

Acrylic and graphite on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Daybreak.

Acrylic and graphite on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Note to a friend.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Gathering the Morning.

Acrylic and graphite on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Par Avion.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 12” x 12”
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Bed of Roses Dream.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 24” x 20”

Stepping into new mind.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 24” x 20”
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Trailing Her Thoughts.
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Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 24” x 20”

Breathing Out.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 24” x 20”

Reaching into a new day.

Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 20” x 16”

Heart Palm.

Image transfer of children’s letters warm colours.
Acrylic and mixed media on canvas. 20” x 16”
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Print editions
Rosemary Pilgrim is an accomplished printmaker with a number
of exhibitions to her name. She was part of the specially invited,
and very successful, Barbadian contingent at the Triennial
Of Chamalieres, France in 2010, and will again represent her
country at this major, international printmaking exhibition in
October this year.
She is the recipient of a several National Awards and has
exhibited in group exhibitions in Canada, Barbados, USA, France,
Belgium, and Venezuela.*
Drawing forms the very foundation of Pilgrim’s work and
she applies this skill in layered image transfer and graphite
drawing on her paintings. This approach is also integral to her
printmaking as she prints wet on wet, rubs and reduces, using
hands-on techniques in varied editions, something which would
be quite foreign to those working within the strict confines of
more conventional printing methods.
Her recent work is partly an exploration of her familiar and iconic
Dragonflies; but “Enmeshed in Becoming” and “Untethering” are
further steps in the process of personal and artistic liberation.
The circular “Lace Series‘’ may, at a glance suggest playful
versions of Native American ‘Dreamcatchers’, but a closer look
reveals a different narrative: in “Dream in Lace’ and “A state of
Lace” she superimposes distinct images over the first imprint,
while ‘Gray Lace’ ,and ‘Dissolving Gray Lace” allows images to
form and emerge within the pattern of the lace.
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This layering of media is central to Pilgrims oeuvre, and it is
reflected in the content and meaning of all her works. There is
a shimmering uncertainty, a promise of adventure and multiple
endings to any and all of her visual narratives.
And so they concern us and touch us, because what is deeply
personal is also universal, like the truths we hold in common at
the very depth of our souls.
Lilian Sten-Nicholson. AICA, 30-07-2014

Gray Lace
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 2/7
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Dream in Lace
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 3/7

Dissolving Gray Lace
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 3/7
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A State of Lace
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 1/7

Enmeshed in Becoming
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 2/7
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Untethering
Linocut
6.75” x 6.75”
Edition # 2/5
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